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Abstract. Data quality in the Penn World Tables varies systematically across countries that
have different growth rates and are at different stages of economic development, thus intro-
ducing measurement error correlated with variables of economic interest. We explore this
problem with three examples from the literature, showing that the problem appears to be
minor in growth convergence regressions but serious in estimating the effect of income
volatility on growth and in a cross-country test of the Permanent Income Hypothesis. The
results suggest, at the least, a need for performing appropriate sensitivity tests before draw-
ing conclusions from analyses based on these data. JEL Classification: E21, O47

Information économique versus variation de qualité dans les données transversales pour
plusieurs pays. La qualité des données dans les Penn World Tables varie systématiquement
d’un pays à l’autre selon les taux de croissance et les stages de développement. Cela injecte
des erreurs de mesure qui sont reliées aux variables économiques. Les auteurs examinent ce
genre de problème à l’aide de trois exemples tirés de la littérature spécialisée. Ces exemples
montrent que le problème semble mineur dans les études de convergence de la croissance,
mais qu’ils paraîssent sérieux quand on calibre l’effet de la volatilité du revenu sur la crois-
sance et dans les tests transversaux pour plusieurs pays de l’hypothèse du revenu permanent.
Les resultats de ces analyses montrent qu’il faut faire les tests de sensitivité appropriés avant
de tirer des conclusions à partir des analyses utilisant ces données.

1. Introduction

The Penn World Tables are a landmark addition to the set of international data
available to analysts, a tour de force worthy of the economics profession’s highest
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praise. Improving data that already were available and introducing data that previ-
ously did not exist at all, they have instigated an explosion in cross-country com-
parisons of economic relationships. Such comparisons are attractive methods for
conducting tests in various fields of economics, including macroeconomics, growth,
development, and international trade. Even in the Penn World Tables, however, the
macroeconomic data for many countries are very imprecise. As we explain below,
the data sets for at least two-thirds of the available countries have margins of error
of approximately 20 to 40 per cent. More important, the degree of measurement
error is highly correlated with variables of economic interest, such as the level of
output per person and economic growth rates. Less developed countries not only
have low per-capita incomes and low growth rates but also typically have relatively
inaccurate data. Consequently, even if we choose to ignore the usual bias and incon-
sistency problems caused by measurement error, empirical regularities emerging
from cross-country comparisons may be artefacts of the systematic nature of cross-
country variations in data quality rather than reflections of underlying economic
relationships. Indeed, as Heston and Summers ~1996, 22! remark in discussing the
promises and pitfalls of the Penn World Table data: ‘The least reliable @compari-
sons# are those between countries most different, primarily those between rich and
poor countries. By and large, among rich countries, comparisons are likely to be
correct within say 5–10 percent; comparisons of poor countries with rich ones may
be subject to errors twice as great.’

There is no way to examine the magnitude of the bias or inconsistency intro-
duced by measurement error because, of course, we have no way to measure the
measurement error. However, we can study the systematic relation between data
quality and variables of economic interest. We do so in this paper. We first discuss
the measure of data quality that we use, explaining its construction in some detail.
We then provide three examples of the effects of data quality on inferring economic
relationships from cross-country data, two based on studies of the determinants of
economic growth and one based on a study of the permanent income hypothesis.
Data quality is highly correlated with the explanatory variables in all three studies,
and accounting for data quality affects the empirical results obtained. In one case,
the effect does not seem significant in either economic or statistical terms; in the
other two, it appears that results reported in the literature may have been nothing
more than artefacts of systematic differences in the degree of measurement error
across countries, not evidence of true economic relationships.

For many purposes, the Penn World Tables are the best international data we
have. Our findings constitute a clear warning that researchers must test the sensi-
tivity of their results to the influences of systematic data quality variation in the
Penn World Tables before drawing conclusions from them.1

1 Note that the problem discussed here is the systematic relation between errors and variables of
interest across countries. The problem is a cross-sectional one, not a time series one, so it is not
solvable by simply lagging instruments, as can be done in time series tests ~e.g., Campbell and
Mankiw 1991!.
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2. International data and their quality

An admirable aspect of the Penn World Tables ~PWT! is that they report estimates
of the quality of each country’s data. Each country is assigned a quality grade of A,
B, C, or D. These grades constitute our measure of data quality. The PWT quality
grades correlate strongly with countries’ stage of development, with less developed
countries having lower-quality data. The International Monetary Fund classifies
countries by stage of development in its International Financial Statistics Yearbook
for 1990. Using that classification, we divide countries into two subsamples of
industrialized and developing countries.2 Table 1 reports the cross-classification of
countries by data quality and stage of development. The correlation is obvious and
provides the motivation for our study.

Before we begin our analysis, we give a brief description of Summers and Heston’s
methods for constructing the quality grades.3 Understanding their methods requires
a bit of background in the construction of the PWT data themselves.

2.1. Construction of the PWT
The PWT are derived from the benchmark studies of the United Nations Inter-
national Comparison Project ~ICP!. The essential element of the ICP benchmark
studies is the construction of a set of international prices to be used in aggregating
goods within countries. See Summers and Heston ~1991! for a brief description of
the methods used. The prices collected are assembled into about 150 categories
~110 consumption, 35 investment, 5 government!. For each category, the individual
item prices are expressed as ratios of the corresponding item prices in the numer-
aire country ~the United States! and then averaged. The result for each country is a

2 We restrict attention to countries that are not centrally planned and that have thirty or more obser-
vations in PWT Mark 5.6.

3 Summers and Heston provide a detailed discussion of their quality rankings in an unpublished and
updated appendix B ~1994! to their earlier ~1991! paper.

TABLE 1
Stage of development vs. data quality, Penn World Tables,
Mark 5.6

Data quality rating

Stage of development A B C D Total

Industrial 18 5 1 0 24
Developing 1 19 43 32 95

Total 19 24 44 32 119

NOTE: Entries are numbers of countries in each category.
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set of price parities, one parity for each category, denominated in the country’s
national currency expressed relative to the U.S. dollar. For example, we would have
the price of beef in francs divided by the price of beef in dollars: pij 0pi,US. Next,
each participating country provides data on the composition of its output expendi-
tures, that is, a set of numbers of the form pij qij . Dividing these composition num-
bers by the corresponding price parities gives the quantity valued at the U.S. price:
~ pij qij !0~ pij 0pi,US! 5 pi,USqij . These U.S.-priced quantities are directly comparable
across countries. Each country’s category price parities and expenditures are aggre-
gated to GDP denominated in a common currency, the international dollar, with a
normalization imposed to make U.S. GDP the same in international dollars as in
U.S. dollars. The aggregation is based on the procedure originally suggested by
Geary ~1958!.

ICP benchmark studies are made every five years. Figures for the intervening
years are constructed by applying annual growth rates from a country’s national
income accounts data to that country’s ICP benchmark figures. The fifth year of
constructed data generally does not match the ICP benchmark figures for that year,
so the ICP applies a Stone, Champernowne, and Meade ~1942! correction, which
uses adjustment factors from an errors-in-measurement model to force national
income-extrapolated data into alignment with the ICP benchmark data.

Many countries did not participate in the ICP benchmark studies, so the PWT
construct artificial benchmark values for them. To do so, the PWT estimate a set of
price parities for each country. The estimated price parities are based on three price
surveys in capital cities around the world, conducted by the United Nations, by a
British firm serving an association of international businesses, and by the U.S. State
Department. The surveys are used to equalize real incomes of high-ranking civil
servants and business executives assigned to different countries. Regressions of the
following type are run for the benchmark countries:

GDP~ICP! 5 a0 1 a1 GDP~1! 1 a2 GDP~2! 1 a3 GDP~3! 1 a4 AD 1 e, ~1!

where GDP~ICP! is the ICP benchmark measure of a country’s GDP, the three GDP~i !
are the measures of GDP using each of the three capital city price surveys instead of
the ICP international prices, AD is an Africa dummy, and e is a residual. A predicted
GDP~ICP! for the non-benchmark countries then is constructed by inserting those
countries’ GDP~i ! values into the estimated equation and generating values for GDP~ICP!.
Those values are reported in the PWT as the GDP for the non-benchmark countries.

2.2. Quality rankings
Countries’ data in the PWT are of differing quality, reflecting domestic differences
in the quality of national income accounts data ~used by PWT to construct fig-
ures between benchmark years! and the failure of many countries to participate in
some or even all of the benchmark year calibrations. Summers and Heston ~1984,
1994! discuss these quality differences in some detail, summarizing the severity of
the resulting inaccuracies in a set of quality rankings for the countries’ GDP data.
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Each country is assigned to one of four classes: A ~best quality data!, B, C, and D
~worst quality data!. By the Mark 5.6 version of PWT, each of these classes had
been refined into three subclasses ~e.g., B1, B, B2!. The three factors determining
a country’s data quality grade are measured as follows:

~1! A country’s participation in benchmark studies is measured simply by count-
ing the number of studies in which the country participated.

~2! There are several ways to aggregate data. The less sensitive a country’s data
are to the choice of aggregation method, the more accurate they are deemed to be.
The sensitivity of a country’s data to the choice of aggregation method is measured
by a kind of extreme-bounds criterion. First, GDP figures are constructed using
Geary-Khamis aggregation, which is a non-stochastic method. Then, other stochas-
tic aggregation methods are used to construct alternative measures of GDP and also
confidence intervals about them. The precision interval ~i.e., the range of the set of
confidence intervals! then is formed, and its upper and lower bounds are found.
Finally, one subtracts the lower bound from the upper, divides by two, and divides
the result by the Geary-Khamis figure for GDP to obtain an average percentage
deviation about Geary-Khamis. The higher is this average deviation, the more sen-
sitive are the country’s data to the choice of aggregation method, and thus the more
imprecise those data are likely to be. ~See Kravis, Heston, and Summers 1982, for
more details.! Only benchmark countries provide sufficiently detailed data to allow
construction of the foregoing measure of imprecision. Imprecision is inversely cor-
related with the level of GDP ~Summers and Heston 1984!, however, so the PWT
use GDP as an indicator of imprecision for non-benchmark countries ~Summers
and Heston 1994!.4

~3! The less discrepancy there is between benchmark GDP ~or artificial bench-
mark GDP, described in section 2.1! and national income-extrapolated GDP, the
more accurate the country’s data are deemed to be. Summers and Heston measure
this discrepancy by constructing the number

V 5
GDPt15~ICP, t 1 5! 2 GDPt15~Ext, t !

F GDPt15~ICP, t 1 5! 1 GDPt15~Ext,t !

2
G

, ~2!

where GDPi ~ICP, i ! is GDP in year i as measured by the ICP benchmark ~or artificial
benchmark! value for that same year and GDPi ~Ext, j ! is GDP in year i as measured
by the value extrapolated from the ICP benchmark value for year j, with the extrap-
olation done by using national income accounts growth rates. The larger is V, the
less accurate a country’s data are assumed to be. See Summers and Heston ~1984!
for more discussion.

4 This use of income as an indicator of imprecision creates by construction a correlation between
the PWT data quality grades and at least one measure of fundamental economic significance,
namely, GDP. The correlation is not perfect, of course, because imprecision is only one compo-
nent of the PWT quality grades, but it would have been better for the analysis in section 4 of the
present paper if this element of correlation-by-construction were absent from the quality grades.
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Summers and Heston ~1984! do not describe exactly how they used the forego-
ing indicators of data quality to construct their reported quality rankings, saying
only that they proceeded in ‘quite a subjective way’ and that the quality grades are
composites that do not differentiate between the contributions of level and growth
rate errors. Summers and Heston interpret the quality rankings to mean that real
GDP could be up to 10 per cent higher or lower than the PWT figures for grade A
countries, 10 to 20 per cent higher or lower for grade B countries, and so on.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the Summers-Heston quality rankings do
provide information on the relative quality of the countries’ data in the PWT: the
lower is a country’s quality ranking, the more measurement error its data are likely
to contain.5 However, the ‘distance’ ~in terms, say, of the variance around the point
estimate of any quantity reported in the PWT! in quality from one ranking to the
next is unquantified.

3. Data quality and economic growth

In this section we look at two applications from the empirical growth literature.
First, we look at the effects of measurement error introduced by systematic data
quality variation within the general class of cross-country growth regressions. Then,
we turn to a study where panel data are used to investigate the relationship between
business cycle volatility and economic growth.6

3.1. Cross-country growth regressions
The seminal study of the determinants of long-run growth is Kormendi and Meguire
~1985!, where cross-country growth rates are regressed on a set of right-hand-side
variables. The practice of estimating cross-country growth equations became wide-
spread during the 1990s following the work of Barro ~1991!, Mankiw, Romer, and
Weil ~1992!, and Barro and Sala-i-Martin ~1992!. Mankiw, Romer, and Weil make
an effort to check the sensitivity of their results to data quality by estimating their
regressions over a full sample, a smaller sample that excludes countries with data
quality of grade D ~and also countries with populations of less than one million!
and a still smaller sample of only the OECD countries ~with populations greater
than 1 million!. They find substantial, systematic differences in parameter estimates
and R2 across these three samples. Islam ~1995!, in re-estimating Mankiw, Romer,
and Weil’s regressions with a panel data approach, finds similar differences across
the same three samples. Both of these studies estimate growth regressions emerging
from the Solow-Swan model. We examine here only a simple model of the type that

5 We cannot say that the data from lower-ranked countries definitely have more measurement error
than data from higher-ranked countries, because the quality grades themselves are measured with
error.

6 In our empirical work reported below, we use both the Mark 5.5 and Mark 5.6 versions of PWT.
The Mark 5.6 version is the more recent of the two, but some of the literature that we examine
used the Mark 5.5 version, so we also use it when discussing that literature in order to maintain
comparability.
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often has been used to test for convergence. Our model ignores many interesting
growth issues, such as various ramifications of R&D models. Our purpose is not to
settle any issues in growth theory, but only to explore the effects of data quality on
the types of cross-country regressions commonly used in the growth literature.

Consider the following cross-country growth equation:

Dyi 5 a 1 b ln yi0 1 p 'Xi 1 ei , ~3!

where Dyi 5 ln yiT 2 ln yi0 is growth in per capita real GDP over the period 0 to T
in country i, yi0 is the initial level of income ~included to test for convergence!, and
Xi is a vector of variables found by Levine and Renelt ~1992! to be related to
growth. As is well known, measurement error causes correlation between measured
~ y, X ! and the residual e, leading to biased and inconsistent estimates for the param-
eter vector ~a, b, p ' !. We cannot study the magnitudes of such effects because there
is no way to quantify the measurement error. However, data quality in the PWT
appears to be systematically related to countries’ growth rates. The last column in
table 2 shows a perfect positive correlation between data quality ranks and growth
rates over the period 1980–90. The first and second columns weaken this dramatic
relation because, over the period 1960–80, the grade B countries have the highest
growth rates, not the grade A countries. With only four sample points, it is impos-
sible to be sure that any correlation is genuine, so it is unclear that the kind of
measurement error in question is systematically related to growth rates. Nonethe-
less, table 2 is suggestive. Any systematic relation that does exist would introduce
heteroscedasticity into the estimation of the foregoing equation. Heteroscedasticity
is something we can control for, allowing us to see how large an effect this system-
atic aspect of measurement error has on the estimation results.7

7 Heteroscedasticity in itself does not necessarily indicate measurement error. Measurement error
that is systematically related to data quality introduces heteroscedasticity, however, so the pres-
ence of significant heteroscedasticity is consistent with the presence of significant systematic
measurement error.

TABLE 2
Average annual growth rates by quality grade, Penn World
Tables, Mark 5.6

Average growth rate ~across countries!

Quality grade 1960–90 1960–80 1980–90

A 3.01 3.43 2.20
B 4.15 4.91 1.91
C 1.98 2.94 0.31
D 1.02 1.87 20.49
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We begin by estimating ~3! with no correction for heteroscedasticity, using data
for eighty-five countries over the years 1975–90. The vector X includes the share of
investment in GDP, the growth rate of the labour force, and the percentage of the
working-age population enrolled in secondary education. All data are from PWT
Mark 5.6 except for enrolment data, which are from Barro and Lee ~1993!.

A key empirical issue in this type of regression is determining the directions of
causation. While the objective is to isolate the effects of the explanatory variables
on long-run growth, most private-sector and government decisions themselves are
reactions to economic events. Thus, the explanatory variables in equation ~3! and
data quality itself may be endogenously determined by economic factors. For exam-
ple, the data of more developed countries may be of higher quality because these
countries have more resources to devote to data collection. This problem is well
known in the literature, and the common practice is to address the problem by using
lagged independent variables. As Barro ~2000, 11! explains in a recent article, ‘the
labeling of directions of causation depends on timing evidence, whereby earlier
values of explanatory variables are thought to influence subsequent economic per-
formance.’ In the case of data quality, the endogeneity problem is likely to be less
severe because cross-country differences in data quality are likely to be persistent
over relatively long periods of time. Therefore, failure to control for differences in
data quality may significantly impact the estimated relationship between economic
growth and other variables of interest. In our analysis, we follow the practice of
using pre-dated explanatory variables and restrict attention to the heteroscedasticity
introduced by measurement error in the data.

The OLS estimates of equation ~3! are reported in the first row of table 3 and are
consistent with those in the literature. The adjusted R2 is 0.26, and all variables are
significant at the 1 per cent level except for labour force growth, which is margin-
ally significant at 11 per cent. In figure 1 the regression residuals are plotted against

TABLE 3
OLS estimates of equation ~3!, 85 countries, 1975–90, Penn World Tables, Mark 5.6

Variable

Constant
Initial
income

Investment
share

Labor force
growth

Human
capital

Adjusted
R2

OLS 0.72 20.23 0.25 20.34 0.15 0.261
~1.00! ~24.15! ~3.69! ~21.63! ~2.85!
@0.32# @0.0001# @0.0004# @0.107# @0.006#

WLS .02 20.22 0.29 20.51 0.10 0.613
~0.04! ~24.33! ~4.53! ~22.87! ~2.21!
@0.97# @0.0001# @0.0001# @0.0053# @0.03#

NOTES
The dependent variable is average annual growth of output per worker. Numbers in paren-
theses are t-statistics; those in brackets are p-values.
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the data quality grades. There is clear evidence of heteroscedasticity, since the
residuals from countries with high quality data clearly exhibit less dispersion than
those from countries with poor data quality. More formal evidence on the presence
of heteroscedasticity is obtained by estimating the equation ln e2 5 Sj gj Dj 1 m,
where e is the regression residual and the Dj are dummy variables for the data
quality grades j 5 A, B, C, D. If the coefficients on the dummies are jointly statis-
tically significant, the null hypothesis of no heteroscedasticity can be rejected. Using
the OLS residuals from equation in the first row of table 3, we obtain an F-value of
55.88 ~ p-value of 0.0001! for the joint significance of the dummies, thus indicating
significant heteroscedasticity.

To correct for this heteroscedasticity, we apply weighted least squares. We have
four quality grades with nj observations on the dependent variable for each grade,
j 5 A, B, C, D. We estimate the variance of the dependent variable for each quality
grade by

sj
2 5 (

i51

nj ~Dyji 2 D Syj !
2

~nj 2 1!
, where D Syj 5

1

nj
(
i51

nj

Dyji . ~4!

Weighted least squares estimates of a, b, and p ' can be obtained by applying
ordinary least squares to

Dyji

sj

5 aF 1

sj
G1 bF yji0

sj
G1 p 'F Xji

sj
G1 ej

* ~5!

for j 5 A, B, C, D, and i 5 1, . . . , nj . Using ~4! with the cross-country growth data,
we obtain sA

2 5 0.0157, sB
2 5 0.0851, sC

2 5 0.0922, and sD
2 5 0.1315. The results from

the estimation of ~5! are reported in the second row of table 3.

FIGURE 1 Heteroscedasticity in Standard Growth Regressions
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In some ways, the results differ significantly from the OLS estimates; in other
ways, they do not. The adjusted R2 shows a large increase from 0.26 without the
heteroscedasticity correction to 0.61 with the correction. Also, the t-statistics on the
individual explanatory variables increase, except for the t-statistic on secondary
school enrolment. Most notably, the p-value on labour force growth is reduced,
from an uncorrected value of 0.107 to a corrected value of 0.005, and that on human
capital rises, from an uncorrected value of 0.006 to a corrected value of 0.03. That
is, labour force growth becomes significant at any conventional level, and human
capital drops from strong to marginal significance. Accounting for the heterosce-
dasticity arising from data quality variation thus increases the precision of the esti-
mation and affects the point estimates and confidence intervals of some coefficients.
Nonetheless, the main conclusions are not much affected by the heteroscedasticity
correction. Three of four coefficient estimates have the same value at the first dec-
imal across the two estimation methods; in particular, we have virtually identical
point estimates for the most economically important coefficient in the regression,
that on initial income ~the ‘convergence coefficient’!. Furthermore, the confidence
intervals obtained with each method contain the point estimates obtained by the
other method.

All in all, then, heteroscedasticity does not seriously affect the estimation results.
If heteroscedasticity is the main effect of systematic measurement error, then that
error is not a severe problem for this particular application. In contrast, the effects
of systematic measurement error in the next two applications are far more serious.

3.2. Volatility and growth
Ramey and Ramey ~1995! investigate the relationship between long-run growth and
business cycle volatility by estimating the following equation using data from PWT
Mark 5.5:

D ln Yit 5 lsi 1 u ' ln Xit 1 eit , ~6!

where D is the first-difference operator, Yit is output per capita for country i in
year t, Xit is a vector of variables found by Levine and Renelt ~1992! to be corre-
lated with growth, and si is the standard deviation of the residuals, eit ; N~0, si

2!.
Estimation of ~6! is by maximum likelihood with the si treated as parameters.
Ramey and Ramey report a significant negative relationship between volatility and
growth in two cross-sections of countries, the first consisting of 92 countries over
the period 1962–85 and the second consisting of the 24 OECD countries over the
period 1952–88.8

In this section we examine the effect of measurement error on equation ~6!.
Measurement error in both the dependent and the independent variables is impor-
tant in this context. Ordinarily, only measurement error in the explanatory variables

8 This result seems to contradict economic theory. Not all volatility in D ln Y is unforeseeable, of
course, but some of it is. We thus should expect higher volatility in D ln Y to be positively related
to investment and thus presumably to growth, because the return to investment is a convex func-
tion. See Dixit and Pindyck ~1994!.
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is important, since the error of measurement in the dependent variable can be merged
with the regression disturbance to form a composite disturbance that has all the
properties of the classical error term. In the case of ~6!, however, the measurement
error in all variables is important because of the presence of s as an explanatory
variable. As we will show, measurement error produces a biased estimate of s,
which in turn leads to a biased estimate of l.

Designate the true levels of Y and X for country i in period t by Yit
* and Xit

* and the
measured levels by Yit and Xit , so that

Yit 5 Yit
*Uit

Xit 5 Xit
*Vit ,

~7!

where Uit and Vit represent measurement error. The characteristics of the measure-
ment errors are assumed to be

ln Uit 5 uit ; N~0, sUi
2 !

ln Vit 5 vit ; N~0, sVi
2 !

E~uit ui, t1j ! 5 0 for j Þ 0
~8!

E~vit vi, t1j ! 5 0 for j Þ 0.

These assumptions state that each error is a log-normal random variable with zero
mean and a variance that differs across countries. More specifically, countries with
better data quality should have a smaller error variance. The assumptions also rule
out autocorrelation in the errors.

In the presence of measurement error, equation ~6! becomes

D~ yit 2 uit ! 5 lsi 1 u '~xit 2 yit ! 1 eit , ~9!

where yit2 uit 5 ln Yit 2 ln Uit 5 ln~Yit 0Uit ! and xit 2 vit is defined analogously.
Rearranging terms gives

Dyit 5 lsi 1 u 'xit 1 eit 1 uit 2 ui, t21 2 u 'vit 5 lsi 1 u 'xit 1 wit , ~10!

where wit 5 eit 1 uit 2 ui, t21 2 u 'vit . When ~10! is estimated, however, si will be
replaced by [si , the estimated standard error of the compound residual wi :

[si 5 ~sei

2 1 2sui

2 1 svi
2!102 5 si 1 si . ~11!

Errors of measurement in Y and X thus cause a measurement error s in s, and
estimation of l suffers from an errors-in-variables problem.

To see the effect of this problem on the estimated value of l, let us determine the
asymptotic bias in estimated l. By the standard calculation,

plim~ Zl 2 l! 5 2
l Var~si !

Var~si ! 1 Var~si !
1 C, ~12!
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where C is a set of additional terms. The first term in ~12! is the usual asymptotic
bias arising from an errors-in-variables problem, which tends to cause a negative
bias in estimated l. The remaining terms, included in C, involve the covariances
between si on the one hand and the error terms eit , uit , ui, t21, and vit on the other.
Determining the signs of these terms is difficult, owing to the non-linear nature of
s, making it impossible to determine the sign of the bias induced by measurement
error. The empirical analysis that follows appears to indicate a negative bias, so the
first term in ~12! may be dominant in the present case.

One way to mitigate the effects of the kind of measurement error in question is
to group countries by data quality. The resulting groups will be more homogeneous
with respect to data quality than the full sample. Measurement error thus should
have less effect on the regression results for each group than for the sample as a
whole.9 To this end, we divide the countries in each of Ramey and Ramey’s two
samples into four categories according to their data quality rankings. Except for
this grouping by data quality, the data, sample periods, and countries included are
identical to those used by Ramey and Ramey. Table 4 reports, within each category,
the means and extreme values of the estimated conditional standard deviations ~i.e.,

9 No procedure can totally eliminate the effects of measurement error, of course, but recall that in
the PWT data there are two different problems arising from measurement error. The first is the
usual correlation between residual and explanatory variables; the second is the systematic relation
of measurement error to variables of economic interest. Grouping by data quality mitigates the
second problem.

TABLE 4
Summary of s estimates grouped by data quality, Penn World Tables, Mark 5.5

Data quality rating

A B C D

92-country sample
Mean s estimate 0.88 1.34 1.73 2.59
Lowest s estimate 0.56 0.88 0.83 1.21
Highest s estimate 1.39 1.53 3.40 5.61
Mean growth of real GDP per capita 2.98% 3.98% 2.30% 1.00%
Number of countries 20 6 40 26

OECD sample
Mean s estimate 0.91 1.17 1.65 –
Lowest s estimate 0.52 0.92 1.65 –
Highest s estimate 1.23 1.38 1.65 –
Mean growth of real GDP per capita 3.09% 2.67% 2.72% –
Number of countries 21 2 1 0

NOTES
All s values are obtained as the square root of the corresponding variances multi-
plied by 1,000. Following Ramey and Ramey ~1995!, Luxembourg is excluded
from the 92-country sample but not from the OECD sample.
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the estimated values of s from ~6!!. As already noted in table 2, there appears to be
a negative correlation between data quality and economic growth, with countries
having the lowest growth rates also having the least accurate data. Such a negative
correlation, other things equal, will tend to produce a negative estimated value for
l in the estimation of ~6! even if the volatility of growth has no true effect on the
level of growth.

Table 5 reports the results of estimating equation ~6! over the four data quality
subsets of Ramey and Ramey’s 92-country sample. Notice from table 4 that each
data quality group retains a substantial range of estimated standard deviations in
income growth, so that if growth volatility actually is important in explaining cross-
country growth rates, it should result in a significant estimate of l. In fact, the
coefficient on volatility is statistically insignificant in all four of the individual
estimates, suggesting that Ramey and Ramey’s finding of statistical significance is
indeed a spurious result of systematic data quality heterogeneity. It also is interest-
ing that some of the control variables in X change sign and significance across the
categories of data quality, suggesting that the explanatory power of those variables
also may be sensitive to data quality.

Dividing a sample into subsamples does not necessarily preserve relationships
present in the full sample, so we also examine the effect of data quality heteroge-
neity on measured volatility using the entire 92-country sample. Equation ~6! is

TABLE 5
Maximum likelihood estimates of equation ~6!, 92-country sample, Penn
World Tables, Mark 5.5

Data quality rating

Regressor A B C D

Constant 21.48 20.05 20.001 0.15
~21.48! ~20.43! ~20.02! ~3.71!

Volatility 8.70 0.65 20.01 20.09
~1.44! ~1.04! ~20.05! ~20.63!

Investment share 0.32 0.07 0.20 0.13
~7.50! ~1.06! ~8.12! ~4.73!

Population growth rate 20.34 0.97 0.10 21.62
~21.32! ~2.59! ~0.42! ~23.20!

Human capital 20.02 20.01 20.001 20.01
~21.39! ~21.34! ~20.83! ~22.46!

Initial income 0.16 0.01 20.002 20.02
~1.43! ~0.66! ~20.42! ~23.10!

Log of likelihood function 1083.8 267.0 1544.7 785.4
Number of countries 20 6 40 26
Number of observations 480 144 960 624

NOTES
The dependent variable is the growth rate of output per capita. Numbers in
parentheses are t-statistics.
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re-estimated with dummy variables for data quality grades B, C, and D. Table 6
reports the results. The Levine and Renelt variables have the same significance
reported by Ramey and Ramey, and the three quality dummies and volatility are
jointly significant ~likelihood ratio statistic of 11.00, which exceeds the 5 per cent
critical value of 9.49!. The group of quality dummies alone is jointly insignificant
~likelihood ratio statistic of 4.02, compared with the 5 per cent critical value of
7.81!, however, as is volatility individually ~t-statistic of 20.85!. Since the dummy
variable for the grade D countries is individually significant, we re-estimate ~6!
with only that dummy and volatility included. The grade D dummy remains signif-
icant at the 5 per cent level ~t-statistic of 21.96!, and volatility remains insignifi-
cant ~t-statistic of 21.67!. The other parameter estimates are essentially the same as
those in table 6. It is interesting to note that, although eliminating information on
data quality by dropping the grades A and B dummies causes the significance of

TABLE 6
Maximum likelihood estimates of equation ~6!, 92-country
sample, data quality dummies included, Penn World Tables,
Mark 5.5

Variable Coefficient

Constant 0.068
~3.26!

Volatility 20.075
~20.85!

Investment share 0.160
~11.04!

Population growth rate 0.049
~0.37!

Human capital 0.0002
~0.35!

Initial income 20.009
~23.68!

Grade B dummy 20.001
~20.34!

Grade C dummy 20.004
~21.00!

Grade D dummy 20.013
~22.13!

Log of likelihood function 3644.54
Likelihood ratio test for joint significance of all 11.00

dummies and volatility @9.49#
Likelihood ratio test for joint significance of all 4.02

dummies @7.81#
Number of observations 2208

NOTES
The dependent variable is the growth rate of output per capita.
Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics; those in brackets are 5
per cent critical values.
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volatility to increase, volatility remains insignificant at conventional levels.10 These
results do not decide whether data quality or volatility are significant, but they do
suggest that data quality is an important consideration when statistical inference
using these data is performed.

In summary, Ramey and Ramey’s finding of a significant negative relationship
between volatility and growth for the 92-country sample is not robust to dividing
the sample into subsamples based on data quality or to including data quality dum-
mies, suggesting that Ramey and Ramey’s reported correlation between volatility
and growth is not a genuine causal relation but rather an artefact of cross-country
data quality variation that is systematically related to the variables of interest.

4. Data quality and the permanent income hypothesis

We now turn to a third illustration of the data quality’s important effect on statistical
inference using cross-country data. This example is based on a test of the Perma-
nent Income Life Cycle Hypothesis ~PILCH! proposed by Kormendi and LaHaye
~1984! and is unrelated to the growth examples just discussed. Cross-country tests
of PILCH have found different behaviour for industrialized and for developing
countries. For example, Bilson ~1980! and Kormendi and LaHaye ~1984! find sup-
port for PILCH with data from industrialized countries, whereas Haque and Mon-
tiel ~1989! and Zuehlke and Payne ~1989! reject PILCH with data from developing
countries. We demonstrate here that data quality may explain this systematic
difference.

4.1. The Kormendi-LaHaye test
The following simple but standard model motivates the Kormendi-LaHaye test. For
country i ,

Cit 5 Yit
P ~13!

Yit
P 5 rWit 1

r

1 1 r (
j50

` 1

~1 1 r! j Et Yi, t1j ~14!

Wit 5 ~1 1 r!Wi, t21 1 Yi, t21 2 Ci, t21, ~15!

where Ci , Yi
P , Yi , and Wi are country i ’s consumption, permanent income, current

income, and non-human wealth, and r is the world real interest rate. To avoid irrel-
evant complications, we assume transitory consumption is zero, r is constant and
equal to a common rate of time preference, and Y is exogenous ~an endowment

10 Ramey and Ramey obtain similar results from a related test. They introduce country dummies to
pick up possible country-specific effects. Doing so renders volatility insignificant. This result
suggests the presence of important cross-country heterogeneity but does not identify it, whereas
our approach specifies data quality differences as the source of cross-country heterogeneity.
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economy!. Under these conditions, permanent income changes only in response to
new information about the future path of labour income:

DYit
P 5

r

1 1 r (
j50

` 1

~1 1 r! j ~Et 2 Et21!Yi, t1j . ~16!

An immediate and testable consequence of ~13! is that DC 5 DY P , so that an
innovation in current income causes equal changes in consumption and permanent
income. To test this implication, we must express the innovation in permanent income
as a function of the innovation in the observables. We make the usual assumption
that income follows an ARIMA process. The data cannot reject either trend-
stationarity or difference-stationarity for income, so we have analysed both cases.
Since the results are similar, to save space we discuss here only the results for the
differenced process. Under difference-stationarity, DYi follows the univariate ARMA
process

~1 2 wi1 L 2 wi2 L2 2 . . . !DYit 5 ~1 1 ui1 L 1 ui2 L2 1 . . . !eit ~17!

or equivalently, Fi ~L!DYit 5 Qi ~L!eit , where ei is the innovation in country i ’s
current income and L is the lag operator. From ~16! and ~17!, one obtains the
formula for the revision in country i ’s permanent income:

DYit
P 5 F 1 1 ui10~1 1 r! 1 ui20~1 1 r!2 1 . . .

1 2 wi10~1 1 r! 2 wi20~1 1 r!2. . . G5 xi ~wi , ui ; r!eit , ~18!

where wi and ui are the vectors of the w and u coefficients for country i . According
to PILCH, country i ’s marginal propensity to consume out of an income innovation
ei should equal xi , the marginal propensity to revise permanent income in response
to that innovation. A natural way to test the model is to estimate for each country the
two-equation simultaneous system

DCit 5 bi eit 1 wit

Fi ~L!DYit 5 Qi ~L!eit ,
~19!

where w is the random error in DC, and then to perform a cross-country test of Ho:
bi 5xi by estimating the regression

bi 5 g0 1 g1 xi 1 fi ~20!

and testing whether g0 5 0 and g1 51. This test may be overly restrictive for several
reasons: Y should be labour income, but for most countries only disposable income
data are available; only consumption expenditure data are available rather than pure
consumption data; the univariate time-series model for income uses only past income
to forecast future income; and the empirical measure of x requires imposing an
assumed constant real interest rate. The theory suggesting strict equality between b
and x may therefore be too stylized, but we still can expect b and x to be positively
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correlated if PILCH is true. We therefore first test for a positive relation between b
and x; if there is one, we then test for equality.

4.2. Measurement error
To illustrate the effects of systematic cross-country measurement error on the
Kormendi-LaHaye test, let variables with and without asterisks denote the true and
observed values as before, so that C 5 C *1 u and Y 5Y *1 v. The ARIMA model
for income is then

~1 2 L!Yt 5 F21~L!Q~L!et 1 ~1 2 L!vt

5 A~L!et 1 ~1 2 L!vt ~21!

5 B~L!z~t !,

where A~L! [ F21~L!Q~L! and the new innovation term z and the coefficients of
B~L! are chosen in the standard way to preserve the autocorrelation structure of the
model written in terms of e and v. Note that the first term of B~L!zt ~i.e., zt itself!
equals et 1 vt . In general, the impulse response function will differ when measure-
ment error is present @i.e., B~1! ÞA~1!# , so the coefficients of the permanent income
adjustment formula ~18! also will differ.11 Thus, x will be mismeasured; in partic-
ular, greater measurement error in the underlying data leads to a smaller estimated
value for x.

The model for consumption is now ~1 2 L!Ct 5 b~zt 2 vt ! 1 wt 1 ut 2 ut21

and by the standard calculation we obtain the asymptotic bias in the estimated
value of b:

plim~ Zb 2 b! 5
set wt

1 set ut
1 set ut21

2 bset vt 1 svt wt
1 svt ut

1 svt ut21
2 bsvt vt

set et
1 svt vt

.

~22!

An identifying assumption of PILCH is that sew 5 0, and there is no reason to
believe the cross-correlations are other than zero with the exception of svu, which
is almost certainly positive through the national income identity Y 5 C 1 I 1 G 1
~Ex 2 Im!. Thus, ~22! reduces to

plim~ Zb 2 b! 5
svt ut

2 bsvt vt

sei ei
1 svt vt

. ~23!

11 An example that shows that B~1! Þ A~1! is the simple random walk model Yt
*2 Yt21

* 5 et . The
impulse response function for this model is 1. If we introduce measurement error, the model
becomes Yt 2 Yt21 5 et 1 vt 2 vt21, which is IMA~1! and so can be written as Yt 2 Yt21 5
zt 2 azt21, with 21 , a , 0. The impulse response function for this model is 1 1 a , 1.
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The two terms in the numerator of ~23! are of opposite sign, so the sign of the
asymptotic bias in estimated b is uncertain. It therefore is unclear how measure-
ment error in the underlying data will affect the estimated magnitude of b. In gen-
eral, though, b will be mismeasured.

Finally, we can use these results to see how measurement error in the underlying
data affects estimation of ~20!. Augmenting ~20! with measurement error in esti-
mated b and x gives

bi 5 g0 1 g1~xi 2 hi ! 1 fi 1 gi , ~24!

where h is the measurement error. Under the null that PILCH is correct, shf 5 0,
and the asymptotic bias in [g1 is

plim~ [g1 2 g1! 5
shi gi

2 bshi hi

sxi xi
1 shi hi

, ~25!

where the sign of shg is uncertain. If this bias is systematically related to a country’s
stage of development, then tests that find PILCH confirmed for industrialized coun-
tries and rejected for developing countries may reflect nothing more than the effects
of measurement error. We now investigate that possibility.

4.3. Empirical results
We use iterative non-linear least squares to estimate the two-equation system in
~19! for each country. We restrict the income-generating process to a second-order
autoregressive structure because of the limited number of time-series observations
available for each country. Experiments with longer lags suggest that the results are
robust to changes in this restriction. We report here estimates based on a 5 per cent
real interest rate, but the results are robust to using the alternative values of 1 per
cent and 10 per cent.

To examine the relationship between b and x, we perform two tests. First, as
described above, we estimate ~20! and test the hypothesis that g1 . 0 ~i.e., that b
and x are positively related! and also the stronger joint hypothesis that g0 5 0 and
g1 5 1 ~i.e., that b 5 x!. Second, we compute the Spearman rank correlation
coefficient for b and x. This statistic is attractive because it is non-parametric and
is robust to outlying observations and to the functional relation between b and x.

The regression results for the industrial countries are reported in the first row of
table 7. All standard errors have been White-corrected for heteroscedasticity. The
estimated value of g1 is 0.56, which is significantly greater than zero but also
significantly less than one. The rank correlation is 0.46 and is significantly different
from zero at the 10 per cent level. Both tests support a statistically significant
positive relation between b and x. The F-statistic reported in table 7 tests the joint
hypothesis g0 5 0 and g1 5 1; that is, the hypothesis that b 5 x. This joint hypoth-
esis is rejected.
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Given that both b and x are measured with error, we can obtain an approximate
upper-bound estimate of g1 by performing the reverse regression x 5 m0 1 m1b
~Maddala 1992!, for which we obtain the following fit:

xi 5 0.79
~9.24!

1 0.29bi 1 fi
'

~2.71!

where t-statistics are in parentheses, R2 5 0.16, and F2,22~H0:m0 5 0, m1 5 1! 5
38.81. These estimates together with those for the original regression imply that
0.56 # g1 # 3.45, where the upper bound is calculated as 10 [m1. Thus, we cannot
reject the hypothesis that g1 5 1.

In contrast to these results, there is no significant relation between b and x for
the developing countries, as shown by the estimates reported in the second row of
table 7. The estimated value for g1 is minuscule in magnitude, negative in sign, and
insignificantly different from zero. The rank correlation is 0.01 and is insignifi-
cantly different from zero.

One might conclude from these tests that there are systematic differences between
the observed consumption behaviour of industrialized and developing countries.
There remains, however, the possibility that the differences between the industrial-
ized and developing countries reflect systematic differences in data quality rather
than different economic behaviour. We can perform a test that distinguishes between
these two possibilities, provided the correlation between data quality and stage of
development is less than perfect. To illustrate the test suppose, for simplicity, that
there are only two quality categories, Good and Bad. Suppose, first, that PILCH’s
validity actually does depend on stage of development and that data quality is irrel-

TABLE 7
Regression estimates of equation ~19!, and Spearman rank
correlation coefficients, Penn World Tables, Mark 5.6

Sample g0 g1 R2 Spearman F

Industrial 0.23 0.56 0.16 0.46 15.21
~0.25! ~0.23! @0.03# @0.0001#

Developing 1.19 20.13 0.01 0.01 45.13
~0.20! ~0.19! @0.89# @0.0001#

A Quality 0.12 0.66 0.29 0.64 14.13
~0.16! ~0.15! @0.003# @0.0002#

B Quality 0.89 0.05 0.00 0.05 18.05
~0.31! ~0.27! @0.81# @0.0001#

C Quality 1.20 20.12 0.01 0.05 19.26
~0.20! ~0.21! @0.77# @0.0001#

D Quality 1.34 20.24 0.04 20.09 17.12
~0.36! ~0.31! @0.63# @0.0001#

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are White-corrected standard errors,
and those in brackets are p-values.
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evant. If we sort countries by data quality instead of stage of development, each of
the resulting Good and Bad groups will contain both Industrialized and Developing
countries; consequently, the data quality groups will be more alike in the relevant
variable ~stage of development! than will groups formed by sorting by stage of
development itself. The Kormendi-LaHaye test then should produce results that are
much more alike across groups than when countries are sorted by stage of devel-
opment. Suppose, now, that the situation is exactly reversed, with data quality the
relevant variable and stage of development irrelevant. Then the two data quality
groups will be less alike in the relevant variable ~data quality! than the two stage-
of-development groups, and the Kormendi-LaHaye test results will differ more across
groups than when countries are sorted by stage of development.

The situation is slightly more complicated with our data because we have four
data quality groups rather than only two, but the principle remains the same. Sup-
pose that stage of development explains our finding of a systematic cross-country
difference in support for PILCH, and suppose we sort countries by the four Sum-
mers and Heston data quality categories; that is, we sort by the irrelevant variable.
Then the A countries should support PILCH less strongly than the industrialized
countries, and the D countries should support it more strongly than the developing
countries. In contrast, if data quality really is the driving force, then the A countries
alone should yield more significant support for PILCH than the industrialized coun-
tries, and the D countries alone should yield less significant support than the devel-
oping countries. Countries ranked B and C might be expected to display intermediate
levels of support.

The last four rows of table 7 report the results for tests of the relation between b
and x within subsamples based on data quality. The results are quite striking. The A
country data give the highest values of g1, the highest Spearman coefficient, and
the highest R2 values of any regressions reported in the table. The values of g1 and
the Spearman coefficient are significantly greater than zero for these countries.
Finally, the reverse regression for the A country sample provides the tightest bounds
on g1 of any subsample used. In all respects, the estimates give stronger support for
PILCH than do those for the industrialized countries. In contrast, the regressions
for the D country data provide estimates of g0 and g1 that are farther from 0 and 1,
respectively, than do the regressions for the developing countries, and the Spear-
man coefficient actually becomes negative. The results for the B and C countries
closely resemble those for the developing countries.

Thus, upon sorting by data quality, the A country sample exhibits stronger sup-
port for the predictions of PILCH than the industrialized country sample, and the D
country sample exhibits less support than the developing country sample. This is
exactly the pattern one would expect if the cross-country differences in the Kormendi-
LaHaye test reflect data quality differences rather than variations in economic behav-
iour based on stage of development. This result obviously is limited in scope, applying
only to one implication of PILCH and to the model in which we test it. Our result is
not intended to establish the correctness of PILCH. What the result suggests is that
systematic cross-country variation in data quality seems to be an important factor
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in explaining observed correlations between support for PILCH, on the one hand,
and a country’s stage of development, on the other.

5. Conclusions

Our results suggest that measurement error is a serious problem in the data of many
countries in the Penn World Tables. There are two aspects of measurement error.
First, as always, measurement error potentially renders parameter estimates biased
and inconsistent, with the magnitude of those problems depending on the variance
of the measurement error. This sort of error is virtually always present in economic
data and, if anything, is less pronounced in the Penn World Tables data than in
available alternatives. Second, however, the measurement error in the Penn World
Tables data is highly correlated with many variables of economic interest. It gen-
erally is least for countries with high levels and growth rates of output per capita
and greatest for countries at the other end of the spectrum. This systematic variation
in data quality tends to bias tests of relationships between levels or growth rates of
income on the one hand and other economic variables, such as volatility of growth
rates or consumption, on the other.

The second problem – systematic heterogeneity of data quality – can be addressed
by grouping countries by data quality, by using some sort of fixed effects procedure,
and by correcting for heteroscedasticity. We have examined three examples from
the literature: two concerning the determinants of long-run growth rates across
countries and one concerning the effect of stage of development on the validity of
the Permanent Income Theory of consumption. Accounting for heterogeneity of
data quality has large effects on estimation results in two of the three examples
studied, strengthening conclusions in some cases and reversing them in others.

Our results suggest that the first problem – bias and inconsistency – is severe. In
several of our tests, parameter estimates for countries with high-quality data are
well determined and have signs and magnitudes consistent with economic theory.
In contrast, parameter estimates for countries with low-quality data usually are very
imprecisely determined and sometimes contradict economic theory. One possible
interpretation, of course, is that countries with high-quality data have different eco-
nomic behaviour than countries with low-quality data. This interpretation is plau-
sible because the countries with high-quality data are also the countries with high
incomes, high growth rates, and well-developed economic institutions. A more par-
simonious interpretation, however, is that economic theory applies uniformly across
countries, and appearances to the contrary are simply figments of systematic data
quality variations. Under this interpretation, the right thing to do is to exclude the
low-quality data. Unfortunately, doing so reduces the sample size by about two-
thirds and eliminates most of the cross-section variation offered by the Penn World
Tables. This implication, of course, is quite disappointing. Important issues in growth
theory, development economics, household choice, and other topics often can be
best addressed, or even solely addressed, by cross-country comparisons. If severe
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measurement error renders cross-country statistical inference invalid, we find our-
selves critically short of tests in several fields of study.
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